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    I live in a small village just outside Norwich in the beautiful county of Norfolk, England.

I was always described as a creative child and I believe this still holds true today.

From my first knitting and crochet kit I received as a child for Christmas (red plastic needles, blue crochet hook, green daisy wheel and bright yellow yarn) I have loved knitting.

This year I have just started to learn to crochet beyond making a granny square - although I do have a granny square blanket project on the go!

I worked in sales for a number of years and then I became a sewing machinist which involved dressmaking, soft furnishings and upholstery for about 19 years.

My passion is making and designing dolls clothes. My goal is to share and publish these patterns in the near future.

It’s the potential of a knitting or crochet pattern that inspires and excites me. Patterns used to be passed down through generations of families by teaching these arts and, until recently, not written down.

Patterns are like recipes, a little bit of this and a little of that and it makes something unique to you. You choose the colours, yarn and pattern. Then your time and love of creating gives you lasting memories.

My collection of patterns, which is an on-going quest to add to, has many vintage and hard to find patterns. Some have been given to me over the years - strangely often with tins of buttons, which I also have a fondness for.

I hope you enjoy browsing through my shop and perhaps finding a pattern for your next creative adventure.

www.pdfknittingcrochetpatterns.com

https://www.facebook.com/Knitting-and-Crochet-Patterns-154726094997243/br />
https://www.facebook.com/groups/1681156685548142/
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